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ABSTRACT RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Shell Hong Kong Limited is recommended to enter into 
retail station convenience store business. 
2. Convenience stores are recommended to be set up at 10 
selected Shell retail stations in phase one, with a 
view to extend to the whole retail network ultimately. 
3. Launch of the convenience store chain is preferably in 
early summer. 
4. Investment required is about HK$ 1.8 million. 
5. Operators are recommended to be appointed to run 
individual convenience store. Shell will earn its 
income in form of rental charge. 
6. Popular merchandise items indicated by the research 
should be made available for sale. 
Dedicated human resources should be recruited to 
oversee the business. 
8. Below the line marketing communication is recommended, 
and convenience should be emphasized. 
Traffic direction signs and parking area should be 
provided. 
10• Merchandise items should be categorized and clearly 
labelled. 
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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
、 
Petroleum Business in Hong Kong 
Every year Hong Kong requires about 10 million tons of 
various refined petroleum products to provide energy to 
domestic households, restaurants, factories, construction 
sites, aeroplanes, ships, automotive vehicles and many more 
areas of our daily life. 
Almost all these products are brought to the end users 





5. British Petroleum (BP) 
6. China Resources Company (CRC) 
7. HK Oil 
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All of them are multi-national companies with the 
exception of HK Oil which is a local, and CRC which is 
backed by the PRC Government. 
Since oil products are closely related to our everyday 
life, oil price movement is always a subject of great public 
interest. Despite the criticism of oil company 
profiteering, the small energy demand in Hong Kong can only 
accommodate the abovementioned oil companies. In fact, the 
smaller ones are struggling hard just to maintain their 
foothold in the market place against the competition. 
Oil business is typically capital intensive. Large 
investment in storage and distribution facilities such as 
terminal, road tankers and oil barges has to be made before 
a single litre can be sold. This serves as a barrier of 
entry to the new comers. 
Retail Market 
General Background 
In the oil business, petrol filling stations are 
referred to as retail market. This is the most important 
and profitable market sector to the major oil companies. 
For instance. Shell derives more than 60 percent of its 
profit from retail operations. 
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Product and Customer Group 
Diesel and unleaded petrol are available for sales in 
all filling stations in Hong Kong, whilst leaded petrol is 
available at most stations. Total annual sales for the 3 
main products amounts to about 1 billion litres in volume 
terms and HK$ 3 billion in dollar terms (excluding tax) • 
Pump prices and tax rates for respective products at 
1991 year end are listed in Appendix 1. 
The pump prices at all retail stations, with the 
exception of a few remote stations, are the same. Even 
those remote stations such as in Lantau are selling at a 
price just a few cents per litre higher to cover the extra 
delivery cost. 
Although they are on sale at the same station, Diesel 
and petrol represent 2 totally different market sectors in 
terms of customer demand and demography. 
Diesel pump price is much cheaper than petrol mainly 
because of lower government tax. Thus, almost all 
commercial vehicles including trucks, taxi and mini-bus, 
which consume large amount of fuel, run on diesel for 
economy sake. Diesel customers are mainly commercial 
drivers who, relative to petrol users, earn less income and 
have received less education. Sales promotion is an 
effective way to attract them to shift brand temporarily. 
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On the other hand, private drivers in Hong Kong are 
more affluent and less price sensitive. They prefer 
gasoline which gives them better power and driverability. 
Most private cars in Hong Kong run on gasoline which is more 
expensive. These customers tend to be less sensitive to 
sales promotion, yet they expect better service and house 
keeping at the station. 
At 1991 year end, there are altogether about 380,000 
licensed vehicles on the road, of which 230,000 run on 
petrol and 150,000 diesel. Despite the fact that petrol 
vehicle number is higher, diesel represents 60% of the 
market sales by volume as a result of heavier use of 
commercial vehicles. Since unit margins for diesel and 
petrol are approximately in line, diesel is the larger cake 
and hence the battlefield for the competition. 
On the same date, there are about 900,000 valid driving 
licence holders. That means one out of 6 people in Hong 
Kong possesses a valid driving licence, and among them there 
is only one vehicle for 2.4 licence holders. 
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Number of Stations and Market Share 
Fig 1.1 shows the number of retail stations operated by 
and the retail market share of respective oil companies. 
Fig 1.1 
Name of No. of Station Market Share % 
Station Stations Share % Diesel Leaded Unleaded Overall 
Shell 54 32.0 32.4 40.0 42.3 35.4 
Mobil 37 21.9 26.2 25.8 21.6 25.5 
Caltex 47 27.8 23.1 27.2 27.1 24.5 
Esso 20 11.8 11.8 4.6 6.0 9.5 
BP 3 1.8 1.8 1.4 1.2 1.6 
CRC 6 3.6 4.2 0.8 1.6 3,1 
HK Oil 2 1.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 
Total 169 100 100 100 100 100 
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Operatorship 
It is common in the industry that retail stations are 
run by independent businessmen in the oil company stead. 
The independent businessmen are usually referred to as 
station operators. 
Whilst the oil company pays for the land lease and 
construction of a retail station, an operator is appointed 
to conduct the day to day running of the station. The 
operator has to recruit all station staff to provide 
forecourt services to customers and carry out all necessary 
house keeping tasks. His earning derives mainly from price 
difference between the pump price and the supply cost from 
the oil company. Thus the unit margin enjoyed by an 
operator is fixed and hence he is motivated to sell more for 
profit. 
Salary cost is the most significant outgoing of the 
operators. Given the thin fuel margin, the operators are 
induced to offer the lowest possible salary to the 
forecourt staff. As a result, the forecourt staff are mostly 
in their fifties or older, and have received little 
education. 
Self service concept, which works well overseas, has 
been tried but failed in Hong Kong. The reasons for its 
failure are two folds. Firstly, the average throughput of 
retail stations in Hong Kong is much higher, whereas 
forecourt area is smaller. Thus transaction time must be 
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minimised in order to avoid congestion, which is exactly 
what a full service station can offer. Secondly, motorists 
in Hong Kong, especially private drivers, are less price 
sensitive and prefer to be served. 
Competition 
The market is dominated by the 3 majors: Shell, Mobil 
and Caltex. Together they hold a share of more than 80% of 
the market. Their strong hold is established over decades 
of site acquisitions. They operate the majority of high 
throughput stations in the urban area where there is 
practically no more new site for retail station development. 
In fact, some old stations have been resumed by the 
Government or brought down for more profitable real estate 
development. All up coming opportunities for retail station 
lie in the New Territories. 
Naturally the average turnover at stations located in 
urban area is higher. The location effect can be seen from 
a simple comparison between Mobil and Caltex. Although 
Mobil has 10 less stations than Caltex, its market share is 
one percentage point higher. The reason is that Caltex has 
a number of stations located at remote areas which are not 
pumping many litres. 
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In the mid 1 9 8 0 C R C and BP started to enter into 
this profitable sector by aggressively acquiring new sites. 
They bidded successfully a handful of secondary sites in the 
New Territories. Yet, they are still unable to establish an 
extensive network to challenge the position of the majors. 
As retail business is the bread-winning sector for the 
oil companies, competition is severe. Most of their 
resources are put behind this particular sector in order to 
have a bigger bite. There are direct sales staff taking 
care of large fleet customers in every oil company. They 
offer not only personalised services but also large 
discounts to acquire and retain fleet customers. 
Besides, there are numerous marketing initiatives from 
the oil companies throughout the year. Every month the 
customers will be bombarded by media advertising, sales 
promotions, new product launch, extra services, special 
discount or other interesting programmes that only 
creativity is the limit. 
Whilst the majors enjoy the privilege of advertising in 
the mass media, the minors focus their effort on localised 
sales promotion and discounting. CRC offers a 4% discount 
off the pump price to everybody who drives in. BP and Esso 
customers receive small giveaways, a towel or a pack of 
lemon tea, every time they fill up. 
All these activities exert pressure on gross profit 
margin and drive up marketing expenditures. 
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High Land Cost 
Both research and experience tell that location of 
station is the most important factor which affects the 
purchase decision of customers. Usually, motorists will 
fill up their tanks at stations on their way home or to 
work. Thus, a new station on a road with heavy traffic is a 
proven way to capture sales opportunities. Together with 
the fact that there is limited supply of land suitable for 
retail station, land cost has been rising steadily over the 
years. For instance. Shell paid HK$ 62 million 2 years ago 
just to acquire the right to build and operate a retail 
station for 21 years on a piece of 737 square meters land in 
Taipo. 
The new players, namely BP and CRC, are especially keen 
to acquire new sites in order to build up their networks and 
reduce unit costs by taking advantage of economies of scale-
They secured a number of new sites in recent crown land 
tender at exceptionally high bids. Payback period is 
estimated to be stretched to 10 years or beyond. 
Operating Costs 
On top of the abovementioned marketing and land costs 




Labour cost has been soaring up in recent years amid 
low unemployment in Hong Kong. Worser still, most retail 
stations have been turned into 24 hour operations in order 
to get the most out of these very expensive assets. More 
station staff have to be recruited at a higher salary for 
the night shift. 
Environment 
Environment protection and safety regulations are 
increasingly stringent. These regulations significantly 
increase both capital and revenue expenditures in the 
construction and day to day running of retail stations. 
Inflation 
Inflation, which has been staying at double-digit level 
for years, has a direct bearing on the costs of general 
services and goods purchase. 
Market Outlook 
In light of the exodus of industries across the border 
and the Government policy to contain the number of vehicles 
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on the road, retail market growth in the coining years is 
expected to be slow. An optimistic forecast is only 3 
percent increase in automotive fuel demand annually. 
Moreover, there is also a serious threat to the market 
growth. Since there is no duty imposed on automotive fuels 
in People Republic of China, fuel prices in PRC are much 
cheaper than in Hong Kong. Should there be a relaxation of 
cross border traffic control, retail sales volume in Hong 
Kong will inevitably suffer. 
As far as unit profit margin is concerned, it is 
expected that there will not be any significant increase in 
real terms given the close monitoring of the pump prices by 
the local watch dogs, namely, the Consumer Council and the 
Economics Branch of the Government. 
All in all, the retail market is saturated with limited 
growth in terms of volume and profit margin, whereas, costs 
continue to rocket. Thus, the challenge ahead is to explore 
alternative opportunities, apart from the fuel business, 




Royal Dutch/Shell Group 
Royal Dutch/Shell Group is the most profitable listed 
company in the world. In 1989 its net profit amounted to 
US$ 6.5 billion, that was almost double to the second most, 
namely. General Motors which reported a profit of US$ 3.8 
billion. The Group has interests in more than 2000 
companies in more than 100 countries. Total assets of the 
group exceeds US$ 90 billion. There are about 135,000 shell 
employees worldwide. 
Oil and gas form the backbone of the business in 1989, 
they accounted for around two thirds of net income, while 
chemicals, the second largest sector, accounted for a 
quarter of net income. The coal and metal businesses, 
although small by comparison, are significant in industry 
terms. 
Shell Hong Kong Limited is a 100 percent subsidiary 
company of Royal Dutch / Shell Group. It has operated in 
Hong Kong for more than 75 years. It has about 700 
employees. 
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Shell Hong Kong Limited 
Shell is the undisputed retail market leader in Hong 
Kong. Not only does it operate the largest number of retail 
stations. Shell also has the best network with stations 
strategically located throughout the territory. Appendix 2 
is a network map showing the locations of Shell stations in 
Hong Kong. Together with a strong branding. Shell holds an 
overall market share of 35.4 % compared to a station number 
share of 32.0 %• That means, an average Shell station is 
selling 10.6 % more than the industry average. 
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Convenience Store Concept 
Overseas Experience 
In many parts of the world, there is a convenient store 
located at petrol filling station where hundreds of consumer 
products are available for sale. These products include 
food, drink, pharmaceuticals, car accessories and other 
consumables. 
Not only does the store provide convenience to the 
motorists and bring in more traffic, it is also a major 
source of revenue. For instance, it is not rare that, for a 
station in North America, the convenient store contributes 
more than 50 percent of the net income. 
In the Western countries filling stations are mostly 
self-serve. There is a cashier to whom customers will pay 
after each filling. The cashier usually sits inside the 
convenient store. Every customer will inevitably be 
bombarded by commercial appeals on the shelves on his way to 
the cashier counter. In fact, items around the cashier 
counter enjoy the highest turnover. 
The floor area of a typical convenient store ranges 
from 50 to 200 square metres. Of course, there must also be 
a handful of parking spaces nearby for the customers. 
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Products purchased are mostly consumed within 2 hours. 
Since each transaction value is usually small, price 
sensitivity is low and the products are sold at a premium 
compared with the supermarket. 
Local Context 
In fact most stations in Hong Kong have been selling 
limited merchandise in a loose manner for a long time. 
Products available at the sales office are mainly lubricant 
products• Others include car accessories (tissue, fragrant, 
etc.), soft-drinks (coin-operated rending machine), 
cigarettes, etc. 
Non-petroleum related merchandise sales is generally 
initiated by the station operators who capitalise on the 
available retail space at the sales office, and the fact 
that most retail stations in Hong Kong offer 24-hour 
service. There is no need to pay for additional staff to man 
the shop. 
Despite the above there are of course good reasons why 
the oil companies in Hong Kong have been so hesitant to 




Limited space and high throughput cause heavy traffic 
on the forecourt, especially during peak hour. Any customer 
who walks down to the sales office for a pack of cigarette 
may cause a long queue with a subsequent loss of precious 
business opportunities. 
Accessibility 
Most stations are inaccessible on foot which will pose 
a ceiling on sales volume. 
Space 
The limited retail and storage space at most stations 
cannot accommodate a wide range of products for sales. 
Competition 
Supermarkets and convenience stores are abundantly and 
conveniently located throughout the territory. Competition 
is pretty tough in this market. The organisational structure 
and expertise of oil companies are not geared to fight this 
way. 
However, Mobil introduced this concept to Hong Kong in 
1990. They turned most of their station sales offices into 
r 
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small convenient shops. It was followed by BP, Esso and 
Caltex in various extent. BP turned all 3 outlets, whereas 
Esso 5 and Caltex 2. Esso and Caltex are also believed to 
have planned the progressive introduction of such shops to 
the rest their network. For Shell, there is still no company 
initiated convenient store at the moment. 
In view of the limited growth in the main fuel business 
and the promising opportunity of convenience store idea, it 
is high time to seriously look into the feasibility of such 
a business, especially when most competitors have already 
made significant in road. 
A comprehensive feasibility study on every major 
aspects related to the introduction of convenience stores 
into the retail stations should be carried out. It will 
serve as a detail proposal to Shell management to decide 
whether or not to go into such business. 
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Study Objectives 
This feasibility study aims to access the viability of 
the introduction of convenience stores at Shell filling 
stations in Hong Kong in terms of the following aspects : 
Market Potential and Customer Perception 
This study aims to collect information so as to 
estimate the potential market size of convenience stores at 
filling stations. The information required will include the 
following: 
(i) percentage of Hong Kong motorists who will 
purchase at such convenience store, 
(ii) their average purchase frequency in a given 
period (e.g. in a month), 
(iii) their average purchase amount in dollar terms, 
(iv) the kinds of products that the potential 
customers want, and 
(V) perception of company image because of the 
presence/absence of convenience store at filling 
station. 
Based on the above data the following important 
estimations can be derived: 
(i) total revenue, 
(ii) stock turnover, and 
(iii) effect on the main fuel business. 
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Profitability 
This study aims to collect information so as to 
estimate the profitability of introducing convenience stores 
at filling stations. The information required will include 
the following : 
(i) total revenue, 
(ii) operating costs including labour, utility stock, 
(iii) average profit margin of the merchandise items. 
Based on the above information, a proforma profit and 
loss statement can be drafted and profitability estimated. 
It can also serve to provide important input to the 
marketing strategy formulation. For instance, high profit 
margin products may be placed at more prominent positions. 
Investment Requirements 
This study aims to collect information so as to 
estimate the investment required. The information required 
will include the following: 
(i) capital investment in renovation and advertising, 
(ii) working capital, stock costs and supplier credit, 
(iii) human resources requirement. 
These represent the company commitment in such 
business. It is also a measure of the risk that will have to 
be undertaken by the company. 
一‘ 
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Operations 
This study aims to collect information so as to develop 
the future operations system of running a convenience store 
chain and anticipate problems that will be encountered. The 
information required will include the following: 
(i) operations system of convenience store chain company, 
(ii) stock control, order and delivery, 
(iii) accounting system, 
(iv) personnel and training issues, 
(V) customer payment means, 
(vi) customer parking and traffic direction, 
(vii) customer information, product categorisation, and 
(viii) merchandise display. 
Marketing strategies 
The study aims to collect information so as to 
formulate marketing strategies to promote the convenience 
store business should it be given the go ahead. The 
information required will include the following: 
(i) the success and failure of the competitors who have 
alreadyintroduced convenience stores at their 
stations, 
(ii) motorists awareness of the existence of convenience 
stores at filling stations, and by what means they are 
informed. 
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(iii) pricing of similar items at various sales channels. 
For instance, the price of "coke" at supermarket, 
ordinary convenience store and competitor filling 
station convenience store, 
(iv) layout design, renovation, lighting and merchandise 
display in convenience stores at local competitor and 
Shell overseas filling stations, and 
(V) develop criteria in deciding at which stations will 
convenience store be introduced, and collect 
information accordingly. These criteria may be one or 
a combination of the following: 
-space 
-traffic count 
-fuel sales volume 
-location 
一 distance from the nearest supermarket/ store 
-pedestrian accessibility 
In this chapter, petroleum business, in particular the 
retail market, in Hong Kong is discussed. The market 
saturation and cost spiral pose limited profit growth in the 
main fuel business. Major oil companies therefore seek 
alternative opportunities such as convenience store business 
to enhance their profitability. 
Besides, the Royal Dutch/Shell Group and Shell Hong 
Kong Limited, its local subsidiary, are briefly described. 
The overseas experience of the Group in convenience store 
business, coupled with its local network strength, make it 
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both logical and promising for Shell to consider such new 
business. 
In the subsequent chapters, major aspects related to 
the viability of the business will be looked into in 
details. The organisation of this report is in fact a 
reflection of the entire project design and work flow in a 
similar order. 
I 
In Chapter II, the target group of this study is 
described. Also included in this chapter are the hypothesis 
and assumptions that lead to the definition of the target 
group. 
In Chapter III, the methodology of this study will be 
discussed in detail. It is planned that information will be 
collected from various sources so as to achieve the above 
mentioned objectives. 
In Chapter IV, the results of the information 
collection exercise will be presented and analysed. These 
will form the pillar stone on which the recommendations in 
Chapter V are based. 
Lastly, in Chapter V, recommendations on whether or not 
to further pursue the convenience store business, and, if 
so, the direction to pursue will be discussed. Also included 
in the chapter will be limitations of this study and advices 
on any further work to be done. 
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C H A P T E R II 
TARGET GROUP 
As discussed in Chapter I, retail business is to offer 
filling service to private and professional drivers. 
However, the station convenience store may serve motorists 
as well as pedestrian. It therefore means practically the 
whole population. If the station convenience stores are to 
serve the whole population, tremendous amount of resources 
will be required. As a matter of fact, the market will be 
too large to be served by one chain, especially one with 
stores only located at retail stations. 
Not all customers want the same thing, particularly in 
a well supplied market like Hong Kong. Customers generally 
prefer services that are tailored to their needs. One 
important factor is convenience which the station stores 
cannot provide to everybody except motorists. 
In other words, the large market has a variety of 
submarkets or segments that vary substantially. One of the 
crucial elements of marketing strategy is to choose the 
segment in favour of the marketer. Thus the marketer can 
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focus its resources to capture the selected market segment 
so as to maximise its profit. Segmentation is aimed at 
increasing the scope of business by closely aligning a 
product or brand with an identifiable target group. 
Since most filling stations are not easily accessible 
on foot, the target group of this study is all motorists in 
Hong Kong, including both the private and professional 
drivers. 
Among the target group, there are motorists, mainly 
competitor customers, who have purchased at filling station 
convenience stores. These motorists may provide more input 
in terms of purchase experience. In order to determine the 
size of this particular target group, it is assumed that 
the average market share held by individual oil company is 
equal to their respective customer share• The share figures 
are summarised in Fig 1.1 above. The major players among oil 
companies in convenience store business are Mobil, Esso and 
BP which together hold an overall fuel market share of 
36.6%. Thus, according to the above assumption, it is 
estimated that at most 36.6% of the motorist population has 
purchased at filling station convenience store. This will 
have a bearing on the market research design as discussed in 
Chapter III. 
A number of hypothesis will be made in the following 
paragraphs regarding the target customers. These hypothesis 
will be reviewed in Chapter IV and compared with the 
research results. 
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Our first hypothesis is that the presence of 
convenience store at a filling station will not attract new 
customers• If it is found out to be true, the existing Shell 
customers are likely to take up the bulk of sales turnover 
should the concept goes ahead. The merchandise needs of 
Shell customers will then be take care of in priority. 
If the hypothesis is rejected, the consideration will 
be different. Since new customers are brought in, the 
convenience store is not just a separate business unit but 
also a tool to improve the main fuel business. The 
justification for the convenience store introduction should 
then include the additional fuel sales income as well. 
Our second hypothesis is that men aged above 18 will be 
the primary target group of the convenience store business, 
as most vehicles on the road are driven by male adult. 
Our third hypothesis is that there will be significant 
difference in buying habits between private and professional 
drivers, as their disposable income and frequency of station 
visit are different. Price sensitivity and items to be 
purchased will also vary between the two groups. 
Our last hypothesis is that there will be no 
significant difference in buying habits among other 
demographic factors such as education level, age and 
location. 
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C H A P T E R III 
METHODOLOGY 
To achieve the above mentioned objectives, information 
will be collected from various sources. The information 
collection method is summarised in Fig 4.1 where individual 





Objective Experience Supplier Competitor Research 
i. Customer x x 
Perception 
ii. Profitability x x x 
iii. Investment x x x 
iv. Operations x x 
V. Strategies x x x 
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Oversea c； E^ pf^ r^ i 
Since the convenience store concept has been introduced 
in overseas Shell operating companies for years, there will 
be a lot of valuable experiences to be learned. These will 
be very helpful in all areas of this study, though their 
experiences may not be directly applicable to the local 
context. 
Information will be sought from our London headquarters 
as well as the operating companies in the South East Asia 
region. Reliable and detail information such as profit 
margin' investment required and operations system can be 
obtained. 
Suppliers 
In order to determine the profit margin of merchandise 
items as well as investment in equipment and renovation, 
quotations from suppliers will be invited. The suppliers 
will include consumer product marketers, renovation 
contractors, equipment suppliers and advertising agencies. 
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Competitors 
As our competitors have already launched the 
convenience store "product" in Hong Kong, there are a lot of 
information associated with the local trading environment 
that will be useful to this study. It is possible to get 
access to some of this information through our market 
intelligence network. Of course, information thus collected 
has to be screened and is likely to be less accurate than 
those from other sources. 
Market Research 
Objectives 
The objectives of this market research are as follows: 
(i) to ascertain the perception of motorists on this 
new concept, 
(ii) to identify the concerns of motorists about this 
new concept, and 
(iii) to evaluate the experience and satisfaction of 
competitor customers who have shopped in the 
convenience stores at competitor retail stations. 
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Target Group 
The target group of this market research will be all 
motorists in Hong Kong, including both the private and 
professional drivers. 
Sample Size 
A sample size of 200 is selected with reference to the 
following calculation : 
If N = sample size 
e = sampling error 
p = sample mean 
q = 1 - p 
d = sample standard deviation 
Since it is the percentage of customer views that we 
are interested, 
2 
d = pq/N 
At 95% confidence, 
e = 1.96 d 
2 
Thus, N = pq (1.96/e) 
Assume the worst case where p = q = 0.5, and 10% 
sampling error, 
N = 96.0 
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A minimum sample size of 100 is thus required. However 
in order to allow the Shell and competitor customer samples 
to be analysed separately, a sample size of 200 is selected. 
A quota system as stated in Fig 4.2 will also be adopted in 
a bid to access whether there will be a significantly 
different views between private and professional drivers. In 
Chapter II, it is estimated that at most 36.6% of the 
motorist population has purchased at filling station 
convenience store. Thus a maximum of 73 samples will be 
collected by opting for a sample size of 200 • It provides 
ample margin to ensure adequate samples with purchase 
experience will be collected. 
Fig 4.2 
Sample Quota 
Shell Customer Competitor Customer 
Professional Driver 50 50 
Private Driver 50 50 
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Methodology 
This research aims to conduct face to face interviews 
at carparks where motorists can be easily found. A 
structured questionnaire will be completed for each 
interview. The selected locations together with the planned 
sample quota are summarised in Fig 4.2. 
Fig 4.2 
Sample Quota 
Private Driver Professional Driver 
Carpark Shell Competitor Shell Competitor Total 
Central 20 20 40 
Shatin 20 20 10 10 60 
Tuen Mun 10 10 20 20 60 
Tsuen Wan 20 20 40 
Total 50 50 50 50 200 
Face to face interview is considered superior to 
self-completed questionnaire method because of the following 
reasons : 
i. probing is possible, 
ii. quota can be applied right away during field work, 
iii. better response rate is anticipated. 
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Questionnaire 
A copy of the questionnaire and its design flowchart 
are enclosed in the Appendix 4 and 3 respectively. 
Altogether 40 questions are designed and included in 
the questionnaire. They cover various aspects such as 
purchase experience, brand awareness, like, dislike and 
reasons, etc. Not all 40 questions will have to be 
answered. In fact different groups will be answered 
different questions as indicated by the said flowchart. Four 
groups of interest are identified and summarised below: 
Aware of If informed, 
C-store Purchase will shop 
Group at station Experience there Remark 
A Yes Yes 一一 Existing Customers 
B Yes No " Rejection 
^ No ~ Yes Potential 
^ Customers 
D No ~ No Rejection 
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C H A P T E R IV 
RESULTS & ANALYSIS 
A market research and information collection exercise 
as described in Chapter III above were carried out in the 
first quarter of 1992. The information is analysed and 
presented in this chapter. They will be discussed 
individually under five headings : Customer Perception, 
Investment, Profitability, Operations and Marketing 
Strategies. These headings are in fact the above-mentioned 
objectives of this study. 
Customer Perception 
To assess the customer perception on the convenience 
store (C-store) concept, a market survey was conducted and 
the results of which were summarised below. 
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V 
Market Research Results 
Fieldwork of the market research was carried out in 
February, 1992. Instead of the planned sample size as in 
Fig 4.3, the actual number of interviews completed are shown 
in Appendix 5A. A total of 190 interviews were completed. 
Individual quota were achieved by and large. 
The percentage of all respondents who fall into group A 
to D (as defined in Chapter III above) are shown in Appendix 
5B, Unfortunately, only 10.5% of all respondents (or 20 
respondents) who did have purchase experience at station 
C-stores were interviewed. The small number not only 
reflects the current market situation but also poses a 
problem of the validity of the results. 
Among those who are aware of C一store at retail stations 
(i.e. Group A & B), the brand of the oil company aware of 
are shown in Appendix 5C. It is obvious that brand 
recognition is poor and there are a lot of confusion in the 
mind of the customers. Although C-stores are presently 
found mainly at Mobil, BP, and Esso stations, 68.9% of the 
respondents identified C-stores at Caltex stations. 
Among those who expressed intention to shop at station 
C-stores (Group A & C), the 3 most popular products are, in 
the order of their popularity, cold drink, snack and 
cigarettes. The results of individual items mentioned are 
shown in Appendix 5D. Apart from the above 3 popular 
products, a wide spectrum of items were mentioned, thereby 
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presenting a series of sale opportunities. 
The last-month fuels and C-store purchase frequency and 
amount for Group A respondents are tabulated in Appendix 5E. 
The results are broken down into professional and private 
drivers. Since the professional drivers visit retail 
stations on average 4.5 times more than their private 
counterparts, their C-store purchase frequency and amount 
are both higher. Incidentally, none of the Group A private 
driver respondents had shopped at station C-store the month 
before the fieldwork was conducted. In fact, there are only 
4 respondents, all of them professional drivers, in Group A 
did shop at station C-store in the previous month. This 
also confirms our hypothesis mentioned in Chapter 工工 that 
there will be significant difference in buying habits 
between private and professional drivers. 
To explain the nil purchase by private drivers, the 
following reasons are proposed: 
(i) Since a purchase habit has not yet been established, 
customers will not go to a retail station deliberately 
for shopping, 
(ii) As stations with C-store are less than a quarter of 
the total and tend to concentrate in North Western New 
Territories where space problem is less severe, there 
are not many outlets for customers to shop. Thus, 
number of customers who did shop there are limited, 
and 
(iii) 14 samples are a small number. 
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The occasions that the respondents usually shop at 
station C—stores are summarised in Appendix 5F. 95% of 
Group A respondents quoted refilling as shopping occasions. 
These results serve to support our hypothesis mentioned 
in Chapter II that the presence of convenience store at a 
filling station will not attract new customers. Thus, 
existing customers will be the target group should the 
C-store concept be implemented. The C-store concept should 
also be evaluated as a separate business rather than a tool 
to improve the main fuel business. 
Appendix 5G illustrates the usual payment means for 
Group A respondents when they shop at station C-stores. It 
is obvious that cash, as expected, is the overwhelming 
majority payment means, as each transaction amount is small. 
As far as the reasons to shop at station C-stores are 
concerned. Group A & C respondents cited convenience as the 
single most important factor. This finding agrees well with 
the fact that customers usually shop during refilling. 
Convenient shopping can help to kill the idling time during 
refilling. Detail survey results of the reasons to shop at 
station C-stores are shown in Appendix 5H. Apart from 
convenience, 24-hour availability is also another important 
reason. 
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In Appendix 51, the locations where the Group A 
respondents‘ vehicles are parked during their last C-store 
purchase are shown. The results reinforce the concern of 
congestion as 80% of the respondents parked their vehicles 
right at the forecourt besides the pump. If it happens at 
rush hour, precious fuel sale opportunities may be lost. 
However, as it will be shown later, the survey results 
indicate otherwise. 
The perceptions on existing station C一stores of Group A 
respondents are summarised in Appendix 5J. From these 
results the following implications are drawn: 
(i) The existing station C-stores are well positioned. 
Among those who did shop there, their perceptions are 
generally positive in most areas including renovation, 
merchandise display, satisfactory shopping, service and 
better image. It is especially encouraging to find out 
that respondents strongly disagreed the presence of 
C-store would cause congestion, nor drive fuel sale 
opportunity away. On the contrary, the presence of 
C-store enhences brand image, 
(ii) Both professional and private drivers are positive on 
the station C-stores, professional drivers expressed 
greater preference. This may be explained by the fact 
that professional drivers visit retail stations much 
more often than their private counterparts, thus 
C-store existence touches their nerve more. Given the 
rare occasion to visit retail station, private drivers 
are relatively more indifferent. 
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Another encouraging result is that 80% of those who 
have purchased or will purchase (Group A & C 
respondents) at station C一stores are not price 
sensitive. They picked the options "No" or "Depends" 
when being asked whether they would mind paying a 
little premium. Detail results are reported in 
appendix 5K. Two interesting observations are made as 
follows:-
(i) As expected, private drivers are less price sensitive 
than their professional counterparts, probably because 
of their higher income, and 
(ii) Those who did shop at these C-stores (Group A) are 
generally less price sensitive than those who did not 
(Group C)• It indicates group C respondents are more 
suspicious and reserved because of the lack of 
experience. This observation has a bearing on our 
trial induction strategy to be discussed later. 
In contrast to Group A & C, Group B & D quoted a number 
of reasons not to shop at station C-stores. They are 
illustrated in Appendix 5L. Interestingly they quoted 
inconvenience, as opposed to convenience by Group A & C, as 
the major reason of rejection. Another major reason cited 
is "no need". This is an indication that station C-store is 
not the outlet first comes to their mind when needs arise, 
rather than the inconceivable fact that tens of respondents 
rarely ever shop at any C-store. 
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In a bid to verify our hypothesis mentioned in Chapter 
II that there will be no significant difference in buying 
habit among other demographic factors except those listed 
above, the relationship between station C-store purchase 
habit and surveyed demographic factors are looked into. The 
following observations are made : 
(i) purchase habit is independent of age and sex, and 
(ii) it is however dependent on Education, Income and 
Location of survey. Education and Income are very 
similar to Professional Driver as far as the effects on 
purchase habit are concerned. Thus they are not 
considered primary as professional driver is highly 
correlated to low income and education. 
The location effect is examined and summarised in 
Appendix 5M. Only respondents from Tuen Mun and Tsuen Wan 
reported purchase experiences in the previous month. Whilst 
the small sample sizes do not guarantee good validity, the 
concentration of purchase experiences in north-western New 
Territories matches well with the geographic concentration 
of existing C一stores. 
To justify our hypothesis mentioned in Chapter II, age 
and sex of the respondents are examined. No doubt all of 
them are aged above 18, only above which one is entitled by 
law to a valid driving licence. 93% of them are male. Even 
among group A, the respondent group we are most interested 
in, 90% are male. These results give us a better idea of 
the characteristics of the target group. 
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Overseas Shell Experience 
Dating back a couple of decades, overseas filling 
stations sold simply fuels. The customers, just like their 
present Hong Kong counterparts, would not ever think of 
filling stations when they needed grocery products. However, 
the introduction of C-stores at retail stations changed 
customer purchase habits gradually. Their popularity grew 
steadily and C-store has become an integral part of the 
retail business nowadays. It contributes more than half of 
the income in many overseas Shell companies. The station 
C-store is also a vital part of the daily life of the people 
in the neighbourhood. 
Admittedly, there are a couple of innate advantages in 
overseas context over Hong Kong which contribute to the 
C-store success. They are space abundance and less 
competition in the immediate vicinity. Many often a 
motorist cannot buy a cup of coke in half-an-hour drive from 
a station store. 
However, low population density and few 24-hour 
operating stations are their hindrance, whereas the converse 




Investment required to set up C—stores at retail 
stations is limited, as the land and building are already 
there. Most of the existing stations are manned round the 
clock, thereby the additional human resource requirement is 
minimal• Moreover, set up time is expected to be short and 
governed mainly by renovation duration. Suppliers are 
plenty, and there is no foreseeable delivery problem as all 
retail stations are located right at main roads• Of course 
investment has to be made in the following: 
Working Capital 
Working capital of about HK$30,000 per* C—store will 
have to be tied down in the merchandise stocks. This figure 
is obtained from our market intelligence and represents an 
actual amount currently borne by an average station C-store 




Contractor quotation on renovation costs similar to 
existing station C-store design was obtained, which 
indicated a price of about HK$150,000 per station. The 
price was inclusive of lighting, shelves, refrigerators, 
etc., and 
Human Resources 
One or two additional staff per station, depending on 
location and turnover, will be required to man the C-store. 
One of them will be the C-store manager who takes charge of 
operations, stock control and accounting. His salary cost 
is estimated to be HK$10,000 per month. The second 
additional staff will be a shop assistant whose salary cost 
should not exceed HK$5,000 a month. 
Since filling business during overnight shift is 
limited, the existing station staff will be required to take 
up additional duty to run the C-store. 
On top of operations staff at each station C-store, a 
central coordinator will be required to negotiate with 
suppliers and liaise all marketing or operations matters 
within the C一store chain. Salary and related costs are 
unlikely to be under HK$30,000 per month in order to recruit 




Prior to ascertain the market potential of station 
C-stores, the number of potential customers has to be 
figured out. As mentioned earlier, target customers are 
motorists. In Chapter I it is mentioned that there are 
about 900,000 valid driving licence holders in Hong Kong. 
However, not all of them drive often. In fact many rarely 
do. 
In the Motoring Index VII research, market research 
company SRH conducted 4000 telephone interviews in October 
1991 and estimated that there are 413,000 frequent private 
drivers and 168,000 professional drivers in Hong Kong. The 
relevant Motoring Index VII survey result is shown in 
Appendix 6. 
Market Turnover 
In Appendix 5E, the survey results of Group A 
respondents station C-store purchase habits are shown. 
Based on these results, station C-store market potential in 
Hong Kong is estimated and summarised in Appendix 7. If 
only group A respondents are considered, the projected 
average monthly turnover per station C-store is only 
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HK$3300. This figure is considered far below the actual 
average turnover at existing station C-stores because of the 
following reasons: 
(i) Among the respondents there are about 50% of them who 
are Shell customers. There is no C-store at the 
stations where they use to refill, 
(ii) Sample size of Group A respondents are small, and 
(iii) Station C-stores are concentrated in north-western NT 
from where a quarter of the total research samples are 
selected. 
An alternative estimation is put forward and in 
Appendix 8, where the following are assumed: 
(i) Both group A and C respondents who did or would 
purchase at station C-stores are counted as customers. 
Based on these results, the percentage of motorists 
who will become our C-store customers is projected to 
be 30,8%, 
(ii) Instead of using the survey results, estimated monthly 
purchase amount of HK$60 and 20 are used for average 
professional and private driver respectively. The 
amount represents a pack of cigarette or 3 bottles of 
Coke purchased at station C-store for a private driver 
in a month. For those customers who fall into 
assumption (i), the amount is considered conservative. 
As professional drivers visit retail station 4.5 times 
on average more than their private counterparts, their 
monthly C-store purchase should be proportionally 
higher. However, a prudent estimated of 3 times the 
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spending of an average private motorist is assumed, 
and 
(iii) As more station C-stores are introduced and 
advertised, motorists will change their habits and 
spend more at station C-stores. The thus estimated 
average monthly turnover per station C-store is 
HK$139,000 which is pretty close to the figures that 
our market intelligence and sale statistics of our 2 
existing station C-stores suggest. The monthly 
turnover at existing station C-stores are on the 
average about HK$100,000 and range from HK$30,000 on 
the low side to HK$200,000 on the high side. 
Profit Margin 
Another important criterion to assess the feasibility 
of station C-store business is the profit margin out of the 
total turnover. Quotation from a number of consumer product 
suppliers are obtained, and the wholesale prices are 
compared with the retail prices so as to ascertain the 
profit margins for individual products. Copies of the 
quotations are included in Appendix 9. 
For instances, profit margin for a can of Coke is 41%, 
pharmaceuticals and candy are 20% up even before discount on 
supplier list price, and on the low side a pack of cigarette 
is 9.6%. 
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Given the facts that chain store throughput will 
entitle a bulk discount from suppliers and the survey 
results (Appendix 5K) indicate customers are not price 
sensitive, it is optimistic that high profit margin can be 
achieved. In fact all sources of information indicate that 
the existing station C-stores are enjoying an average profit 
margin of about 30%. 
Proforma Income Statement 
Based on the above turnover and profit margin 
estimates, the revenue side of the proforma Income Statement 
can be compiled. On the expenditure side, the major item is 
salary cost, which is estimated to be HK$15,000 for a store 
manager and an assistant. Assuming initially there are 10 
station C-stores, the share of the central coordinator cost 
of HK$30,000 per month will be about HK$3,000 per C-store. 
Other expenses include utility, stock loss and 
miscellaneous• 
A proforma monthly income statement is included in 
Appendix 10. A monthly net income of HK$8000 per station 
C-store is estimated from a turnover of HK$100,000. Should 
the estimate turnover of HK$139,000 be adopted, the net 
income will more than double. 
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Monthly income of HK$8000 means annual income of 
HK$96,000. Given the investment of HK$180,000 (HK$30,000 
working capital and HK$150,000 renovation costs), the 
business yields an annual return of 53%, which is extremely 
attractive by all standards. Certainly the picture will be 
completely different if rental charge is included into the 
calculation. However, as the shops are mere station offices 
and do not generate any rental income for years, the above 
calculation is at least a good estimation of incremental 
income. 
Operations 
All oil companies do not run the C-stores direct. Just 
like the fuel business, C-stores are run by operators. Thus 
an operator takes care of the whole station, from the 
forecourt filling service to consumer products retailing in 
the C-store. Instead of sharing a margin out of the 
revenue, the oil companies simply charge the station 
operator an additional fixed rent. Such operations system 
avoids a lot of accounting and administration works, and the 
operators are motivated to generate as much sales as 
possible. Thus the operators tend to provide the best 
service and merchandise display, which are exactly in line 
with the objectives of the oil companies. 
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For the two C-stores at Shell stations, they are pure 
operator initiatives. Shell has stayed away from their 
operations and hence shared no profit nor loss. 
In overseas Shell companies, the operations are often 
different. Since the business turnover is much larger, it is 
managed by a profession team comprised of Shell staff and 
experienced retailers. In many countries, C-store chains 
are owned and run by joint venture companies between Shell 
and 7-Eleven or Circle-K. Shell has a significant share of 
C-store income(or loss)• 
Contacts have been made to explore the possibility of 
forming similar joint venture business with 7-Eleven and 
Circle-K here in Hong Kong. Regretedly both companies show 
little interest. 
As far as sourcing is concerned, the oil companies play 
the role of central coordinators. They establish supplier 
contacts and negotiate favourable terms on behalf of the 
C-store chains. Once prices and credit facilities are 
finalised, the oil companies will leave the day to day 
running to the operators. 
Only Mobil recruited central coordinator to take care 
of its extensive C-store chain. The 30 strong C-store chain 
makes establishment of such coordinator economical. For BP 
and Esso, their limited network cannot justify such costs. 
The additional work to take care of C-store business fall on 
the shoulder of their Territory Managers, who are the oil 
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companies representatives to oversee day to day running of 
their retail staions. 
Competitor Marketing Strategies 
Mobil, Esso and BP have adopted slightly different 
marketing strategies in their introduction of station 
C-stores. 
Network Development 
Though there is a big difference between the number of 
stations of Mobil and BP, they both opt to go network wide 
introduction. They turned all their station office into 
C-stores. Esso however adopted a progressive approach and 
turned only half of its network in the first phase. 
Merchandise 
All three oil companies made available similar 
merchandise items for sale. They are those common items 
which one will only surprise if they are absent at an 
ordinary C-store. They include all popular items indicated 
by our research results such as drinks, cigarettes, snack, 
hot food, chocolate, candy, battery, car accessories, etc. 
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Marketing Communication 
In view of the limited turnover, the business is rarely 
advertised in the mass media. Only Mobil did place launch 
advertisements in newspapers and radio. The major efforts 
to communicate to potential customers lie below the line and 
are discussed below. 
(i) The major attraction of the station C一stores are the 
stores themselves. All existing C-stores are well 
renovated and brightly illuminated (at night)• Photos 
of selected C-stores are shown in Appendix 11. It 
appeals to motorists who happen to drive by and 
induces impulse purchase, 
(ii) Direct mailing technique was employed. Brochures were 
sent together with invoices or monthly statements to 
their account customers, and 
(iii) Joint promotion with the main fuel business was 
conducted. Items available at the C-stores were either 
sold at a discount or given free to fuel buyers. This 
is a good idea to shoot two birds in one go. 
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C H A P T E R V 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Limitations 
It must be first pointed out that the limitation of the 
following recommendations is the fact that they are based on 
a small sample size (Group A respondents) which does not 
guarantee good validity. 
Yet, an estimated sample size of 1000 will be required 
in order to generate a proportional increase of Group A 
professional driver samples to 30, which is about the 
minimum to yield reasonably valid statistical results. Such 
a market research will be prohibitively costly. A quotation 
from market research company SRH (copied in Appendix 12) was 
sought, which indicated a price of HK$135,000 for conducting 
only 400 interviews at centralised locations (e.g. 
carparks)• Though the price for 1000 interviews may 
probably entitle to a bulk discount, it will not be too far 
away from HK$3 00,000. Bearing in mind that no practical 
research can provide certainty, such information cost is 
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considered too high, especially when it is compared with the 
set up costs (about HK$180,000) of test C-stores at retail 
stations. 
The validity of our market intelligence information is 
considered sound. Our market intelligence network include 
competitor staff, former Shell operator employees who work 
at competitor stations, suppliers and Shell operators who 
run the 2 existing Shell C-stores. All sources of 
information agree to one another. 
Recommendations 
According to the favourable research results and 
profitability estimate, it is recommended to enter into the 
station C-store business. 
Phasing Approach 
A progressive phase-in approach is recommended. Whilst 
the ultimate goal is to go network wide so as to capitalise 
on economies of scale, it is less risky and allows time for 
learning if the business will launch at selected stations in 
the first phase. 10 stations which are more spacious are 
recommended for phase one launch. They are listed in 
Appendix 13. The fuel sale volumes vary among these 
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stations, so that C-store turnover may be studied in 
relation to the main fuel business. Also included in 
Appendix 12 are the two existing stations with operator 
initiated C-stores. 
Timing 
According to the research, the most popular items are 
drink and snack. Thus the promising month to kick off the 
C-store business is July or August, when the summer heat 
will drive motorists into the stores. 
Investment 
According to the estimation in Chapter 工V, HK$180,000 
investment in renovation and working capital is required for 
each C-store. Thus a total of HK$1.8 million capital 
expenditure is required. IF the business is to be run by 
operators who will provide the working capital, investment 
of only HK$1.5 million is needed. 
Operations 
It is recommended to follow the operations of the 
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competitors. That is the business will be set up by shell, 
and then the existing station operators will be asked to run 
the C-stores. Whilst they will enjoy full margin generated 
from C-store sales, the operators should pay a higher 
monthly rent to Shell. Out of the expected HK$8000 monthly 
income to an average operator(Chapter IV refers), it is 
recommended Shell to charge HK$5000 additional rental. 
Return on investment to Shell is about 40% per annum, whilst 
the operators enjoy 120%• 
Merchandise Items 
It is recommended to follow the competition and the 
research results in terms of merchandise items in our 
initial launch. The following items should be made 




(iv) hot food 
(V) tissues 
(vi) chocolate / candy 
(vii) car accessories 
(viii) pharmaceutical 
(ix) tunnel tickets 
(X) films 
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These items should be bought directly from 
manufacturers or sole distributors. Price and credit terms 
negotiation will be part of the duty of the central 
coordinator. Once the commercial terms are agreed, the 
operators will be asked to contact the suppliers direct on 
day to day matters such as stock control, order and 
delivery. 
Such arrangement will minimise coordination and 
administration work, whilst enjoy the bennefits of bulk 
purchase. The two existing C-stores may join this sourcing 
arrangement on a voluntary basis. 
Human Resources 
As mentioned in Chapter IV, at least one store manager 
will be required at each C-store. Another assistant may be 
needed depending on business turnover. 
A central coordinator will be required to oversee the 
whole business. He will be responsible for sourcing, 
marketing training, operations and standards. Given the 
demanding job requirements, an experienced marketer from 
retail store chain should be recruited. 
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Marketing Communication 
Given the limited outlets in phase one, it is not 
recommended to advertise on mass media. The following 
communication means are recommended: 
(i) Since Shell owns a broad base Shell Card Member list 
of over 100,000 holders, direct mailing campaign is 
recommended to communicate the establishment: of 
C-stores at Shell stations. This will be a highly 
cost-effective medium as all of them are motorists as 
well as frequent Shell station visitors, 
(ii) Renovation, lighting and merchandise display are 
critical. As the research results indicate, 92% of 
those who are aware of station C-stores learn them at 
point of sale. Thus these must be designed 
professionally to motivate customer impulse buying, 
and 
(iii) Joint promotion campaigns with the main fuel business 
are to be conducted. Items available at the C-stores 
will be either sold at a discount or given free to 
fuel buyers. Such campaigns will have synergistic 
effect on both lines of business. Supplier 
contribution may also be sought to reduce campaign 
costs. 
As discussed in the research finding (Appendix 5K), 
those who did shop at staion C-stores (Group A) were 
generally less price sensitive than those who did not (Group 
C) • It indicates group C respondents were more suspicious. 
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Promotion is considered an effective means to induce trials 
so as to abate such suspicion as well as to establish 
customer buying habits. 
In all cases the communicating messages should focus on 
convenience, which is the main customer buying motivation 
according to the research. The C-stores are there to 
provide convenient shopping for motorists and to meet their 
needs. 
Customer Payment Means 
As the research results indicate (Appendix 5G), the 
overwhelming majority prefer to pay by cash at station 
C-stores. It thus simplifies the subject into cash handling 
which our operators are pretty experienced. 
Traffic Direction 
Signs should be erected around the C-store to direct 
traffic to temporary parking area reserved for C-store 
customers. Parking area should also be clearly marked on 
the ground. Forecourt attendents should also be trained to 
handle parking by non-customers diplomatically. 
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Customer Information 
In order to provide shopping guidance to customers, 
merchandise items should be categorized and clearly labelled 
on top of the shelves. Such measure will not only provide 
user friendly service and gain customer goodwill but also 
shorten the transaction time in a store with limited space. 
Brand Image 
As the research results (Appendix 5J) suggest, brand 
image will be enhanced with the introduction of good quality 
C-store at retail stations• This will be an intangible 
bonus on top of an expected profitable business, and over 
the long term will benefit the main fuel business as well. 
Conclusion 
All in all, station C-store business is considered 
profitable and viable. Customer buying motivation is found 
mainly to be convenience. The C-store are there to provide 
convenient shopping for motorists and to meet their needs. 
In the early stage of its development, profitability of 
C-store business will count on minimal (or even free) shop 
rental and available manpower at the station. However, it is 
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optimistic that profitability will improve in the long term 
as customer shopping habits are expected to change gradually 
in favour of the station C-stores. 
Further Work 
In the run up to the launch of the business, there 
still remain a number of further works that can be done to 
improve the chance of success. 
Firstly, a large scale research as abovementioned may 
be conducted to collect more reliable data. In view of the 
prohibitive cost, the alternative way to conduct field work 
at competitor stations may be considered. 
Secondly, the shop outlook and merchandise display 
should be designed professionally. An experienced retailing 
designer should be appointed to work hand in hand with 
company staff and the advertising agency. Of course, the 
draft design is better put to research prior to 
implementation• 
Last but not at all the least, negotiations with 
individual suppliers need to be carried out in a bid to 
procure merchandise items at the lowest price. These will be 
extremely important in shaping the profit margin of the 
C-store business, and subsequently its chance of survival. 
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APPENDIX 1 
RETAIL PUMP PRICE IN HONG KONG 
AT 31st DECEMBER, 1991 
HK$ / LITER 
Oil Company Pump 
Sales Price Tax Price 
Diesel 2.88 1.87 4.75 
Leaded 3.70 4.17 7,87 
Petrol 
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Carpark:Central/Shatin/Tuen Mun/Tsuen Wan/Other 
Dear Sir/ Madam, 
I am a MBA student of Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
We are conducting a market survey "targeting on motorists. 
Can you spare us 5 minutes? Thank you. 
1. What kind of vehicle do you drive most often? 
1. Private car 
2. Taxi 
3. Public light bus 
4. Trucks (Vans, Lorry, Tractors, etc.) 
5. Bus 
6. Never/seldom drive (Terminate) 
2. Which brand of fuel do you most often purchase? 







7. HK Oil 
8. Other: (Terminate) 
3. How many times did you fill up your tank last month? 
4. How many litres of fuel did you purchase last month? 
(LP=$7.77 ULP=$6.97 Diesel=$4.75) 
5. Are you aware there is a convenience store at filling 
station? 
1. Yes 
2. NO (If answer is No, go to Q-3 2) 
— — — i r 
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7. HK Oil 
8. Don't know 
7 • How do you learn about these C-stores? 
1. notice them at stations 






8. station staff 
9. poster 
10• other: 
8. Have you ever shopped there? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
(If answer is No, go to Q-36) 
9. What kind of products have you ever bought in these 
C-stores? 
1. cigarettes 
2. cold drink 
3. snack 





9. car accessories/lubricants 
10. film 





10. What kind of products that you like to buy are absent in these C-store? 
1. cigarettes 
2. cold drink 
3. snack 





9. car accessories/lubricants 
10. film 
11. tunnel ticket 
12 . itiagaz ine/ newspaper 
13. map 
14• other 





12. How many times did you purchase in C-stores at filling 
stations last month? 
13. How much did you spend in these C-stores at filling 
stations last month in total? 
HK$ 
14. On what occasions do you usually go to these C-stores 
at filling stations? 
1. on the way to work 
2. on the way to home 
3• on the way to outing 
4. during re-filling 
5. during shift 
6. when taking a rest 
7. other_ .一 
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15. How do you usually pay for items at these C-stores? 
1. cash 
2• credit card 
3. cheque 
4. EPS 
5. oil company card 
6• other 
16. Why do you shop there? 
1. convenience 
2. good service 
3• variety of products 
4. better price 
5. available 24-hours 
6. comfortable environment/renovation/lighting 
7• other 
17. Where did you park your car when your last shopped at 
these C-stores? 
1. on the forecourt besides the pump 
2. just outside the shop 
3. side area within the station 
4. outside the station 
5. on foot (no car) 
6. other 
67 
工 AM GOING TO READ OUT A NO. OF STATEMENTS. PLEASE RESPOND 
BY 1 TO 5. 1 IS STRONGLY AGREE, WHILST 5 IS STRONGLY 
DISAGREE. 
(Produce Card A) 
STRONGLY AGREE 1 
AGREE 2 
NO COMMENT 3 
DISAGREE 4 
STRONGLY DISAGREE ——5 
18• These C-stores are well renovated. 1 2 3 4 5 
19. These C-stores are poorly illuminated 1 2 3 4 5 
20. The merchandise items in this 
C-stores are well displayed 1 2 3 4 5 
21. It is time-consuming to shop there 1 2 3 4 5 
22. It is satisfactory to shop there 1 2 3 4 5 
23. C-stores cause congestion on the 1 2 3 4 5 
forecourt 
24. The C-store is comfortable and friendly 1 2 3 4 5 
25. Products for sale are too limited 1 2 3 4 5 
26. Products for sale are too expensive 1 2 3 4 5 
27 . Service at the C-store is good 1 2 3 4 5 
28. A station with a C-store is better 1 2 3 4 5 
29.工 like the oil company brand more 
with C-stores 1 2 3 4 5 
30. I will purchase fuel less frequently 
at station with C-store 1 2 3 4 5 
31. I will go less frequently to ordinary 
C-store 1 2 3 4 5 
(go to Q-37) 
68 
32. If there are convenience stores like 7-eleven or 
circle-K at filling stations , will you shop there? 
1. Yes 
2. NO 
(If answer is no, go to Q-36) 
33. Why do you shop there? 
1. Convenience 
2. good service 
3. variety of products 
4. better price 
5. available 24-hour 
6. comfortable environment/renovation/lighting 
7• other 
34 • What kind of products would you like to shop there? 
1. cigarettes 
2• cold drink 
3. snack 





9. car accessories/lubricants 
10. film 




35. Would you mind paying a little premium for the above 





(go to Q-37) 
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36. Why don,t you shop there? 
1• inconvenience 
2• bad service 
3• lack of variety 
4. high price 
5. uncomfortable environment/renovation/lighting 
6. dirty/bad smell 
7. no need 
8. no parking space 
9. never buy fuel at these stations 
10• other 
37. Record sex 
1. male 
2. female 
38. Could you please tell me your age? 
39. Could you please tell me the highest education level 
you attained? 
1. Tertiary or above 
2. Secondary 
3. Primary or below 
40. Could you please tell me which category your annual 
household income falls into? (Produce Card B) 
1. HK$500,000 p.a. or above 
2. HK$400,000 - 499,999 p.a. 
3. HK$300,000 - 399,999 p.a. 
4. HK$200,000 - 299,999 p.a. 
5. HK$100,000 一 199,999 p.a. 
6. HK$ 99,999 or below 
Thank you very much for you help. 
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APPENDIX 5 A 
Interviews Actually Completed in The Market Research 
Private Driver Professional Driver 
Carpark Shell Compedtor Sh 纽 Competitor Total 
Central 15 16 31 
Shatm 21 20 10 11 62 
Tuen Mun 10 11 18 22 61 
Tsuen Wan 19 17 36 




Sample Respondents Breakdown 
Group DefLmtdon 
； • ； Yes ^ A 
丨、 — — 一 
{ ‘ 
丨 1 0 . 5 % 
j Purchase \ 
I Experience j 
i i 
] I Yes I No � B 
'i 1 ' — ！ — ：^: ) ‘ 
5 i 
I C-store 丨 47-4% 36.9% 
I Awareness 1 � — 
j }. f 
I I I No I Will buy Yes ； C 
1 J 52.6% ) 20.5% 
I No D 
3 _ . _ 
i — — 
1 
！ 3 2 . 1 % 
sample size = 190 
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Appendix 5C 
Oil Company Brand Recall for Those Who Were Aware of 
C-store Existance at Retail Stations (Group A & B) 
Brand Awareness (%) 
Sh 组 6.7 
Mobil 24.4 
Caltex 68.9 
Esso / Feoso 17.8 
BP 18.9 
CRC 1.1 
HK Oil 0.0 
Dont know 3.3 




Products at Statdon C-Store Puixrhased or Mentioned by Group A & r 
Group A m Group C (%) Total m 
(1) cigarettes 30 51 44 
(2) cdld drink 75 87 83 
(3) snack 25 67 53 
(4) hot food / drink 40 15 24 
(5) choccflate / candy 10 8 9 
(6) ice-cream 10 5 7 
(7) tissues 20 18 19 
(8) pharmaceutical 5 8 7 
(9) car accessaries / 
lubricants 15 18 17 
(10) fflin 0 5 3 
(11) tunnel ticket 0 8 5 
(12) magazine / newspaper 25 18 20 
(13) map 15 3 7 
(14) other 45 0 15 
Sample size 20 + 39 = 59 
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Appendix 5C 
Last-month Fuels & C-store Purchase Frequency and Amount for Group A Respondents — 
Professional Driver Private Driver 
Average Last-month 
Purchase Frequency: 
Fu 也 15.2 3.4 
C-store 0.83 o.O 
Average Last-month 
Purchase Amount 
Fu耻(litre) 1000 150 
Ostore (HK$) 12.5 0.0 
Sample size : 20 = 6 + 14 
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Appendix 5C 
Usual Shopping Qry^ -^ i^ons For Group A Respondents 
Professional Private 
Occasion Driver f%� Driver (%) Total (%) 
(1) on the way 
to work 17 0 5 
(2) on the way 
to home 0 0 0 
(3) on the way 
to outing 0 0 0 
(4) during re-filling 100 93 95 
(5) during shift 0 0 0 
(6) when taking 
a rest 0 0 0 
(7) other 0 7 5 
Sample Size : 6 + 14 = 20 
76 Appendix 5C 
C-store Usual Payment Means for Group A Respondentia 
Professdonal Private Total Payment Means Driver m Drlverm (%) 
(1) Cash 100 86 90 
(2) Credit Card 0 14 10 
(3) Cheque 0 0 0 
(4) EPS 0 0 0 
(5) Oil Company Card 0 0 0 
(6) other 0 0 0 




Reasons to Shop at Stat-jon C-Store for Group A & C Respondents 
Professional Private 
Driver (%) Driver (%) Total 
Reason Aware(A) Not A w a r e� Aware(A) Nob AwarefC^ ( % ) 
(1) convenience 83 94 100 91 93 
(2) good 
service 0 6 7 4 5 
(3) vardfity 
of products 0 6 0 13 7 
(4) better 
price 0 0 7 4 3 
(5) available 




lighting 33 0 0 0 3 
(7) other 0 0 0 0 0 
Sample Size : 6 + 16 + 14 + 23 = 59 
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Appendix 5C 
VehicQe Par3dna LocatlDn During Last C-Store Purchase for 
Group A Respondents 
Professional Private Total 
Location Driver (%) Driverm ( % ) 
(1) On the forecourt 
besides the pump 100 71 80 
(2) just outside the 
shop 0 14 10 
(3) side area within 
the station 0 14 10 
(4) outside the 
statdon 0 0 0 
(5) on foot (no car) 0 0 0 
(6) other 0 0 0 
Sample Size : 6 + 14 = 2 0 
79 Appendix 5J 
Perception on Existing c-Stores For Group A Respondents 
Positive Negative 
(Strongly (Strongly 
n n . Agree) Disagree) Positive Description Statement: _i _2 _3 _4 _5 
(1) Good Renovation “� \ 
(2) Good Merchandise Display (>7V 产巧 
(3) Satisfactory Shopping 
(4) Comfortable and Friendly �� 7 > >；、， 
(5) Good Service // 
(6) Better with C-store I � � 丨 
(7) Better Brand Image 
(8) Less Shopping at 1�� \ •一 
Ordinary C-store \ 厂 
Negative Description Statement _5 _4 _2 _1 
(9) Poor Lighting lA A � S 
(10) Time-consuming 从气 ^ 
(11) Cause Congestdon � � 3 
(12) limited Merchandise 
(13) Expensive （ 
(14) Less Fuel Purchase h � 
Sample Size 
Professdonal Driver 乂 6 
Private Driver 八 20 
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Appendix 5K 
Group A & C Price SensMvitiv : "Do vou mind paving a premium?" 
Professional Driverm Private Driverm Total 
Aware (A) Not A w a r e� Aware (A) Not A w a r e� ( % ) 
(1) Yes 0 37 7 22 20 
(2) Depends 50 44 57 52 51 
(3) No 19 ^ 26 29 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 
Sample Size : 6 + 16 + 14 + 23 = 59 
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Appendix 5L 
Reasons Not to Shop at Statdon C一Stores for Group B & D Respondents 
Professional Driver m Private Driver m Total 
Reason AwarefB) Not Aware(D) Aware(B) Not Awarem^ ( % ) 
1. inconvenience 54 63 50 62 57 
2. bad service 0 0 0 3 1 
3. lack of varkty 17 22 14 24 19 




lighting 0 0 0 0 0 
6. dirty / 
bad s m紐 0 0 5 0 1 
7. no need 19 30 45 35 30 
8. no parking 
space 0 4 5 0 2 
9. never buy fu过 
at these stations 10 7 9 0 7 
10. other 0 7 5 3 3 
Sample size : 48 + 27 + 22 + 34 = 131 
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Appendix 5C 
C-store Purchase Habit Versus Geographic Area of Survey 
For Group A Respondents 
^^ ocation Central ShatLn Tuen Mun Tsuen Wan 
Average last-month 0.0 0.0 0.57 1.0 
purchase frequency 
Average last-month 0.0 0.0 8.6 15.0 
purchase amount ($) 

















































































































































































Station C-Store Market Pc±p.ntip>l Esthnatdon 
PrQfpc;c;innal Driver Private Driver Total 
Total Number 
切 HK 168,000 413,000 581,000 
Research 
Samp^ 97 93 190 
No. of 
Group A 
Respondents 6 14 20 
% of 
Respondents 
who did shop 
at statdon 
C-store (%) 6.2 15.1 10.5 
Average 
Monthly 





($'000) 130 0 130 
No. of 
C-store 










AJtemafcLve C-Store Market Potential Estmatjon 
Professional Driver Private Driver Total 
Total Number in HK 168,000 413,000 581,000 
Research Sample 97 93 190 
No. of Group A & C 
Respondents 22 37 59 
% of Respondents 
who win. shop at 
station C-store (%) 22.7 39.8 31.1 
Estimated Monthly 
Purchase ($) 60 20 30.8 
Estimated Monthly 
Market Turnover ($'000) 2286 3286 5572 
No. of C-store 
Stations 40 40 40 Estimated Monthly 
Turnover per Station ($'000) 57 82 139 
1 APPENDIX 9A 
I j ^ ^ H SWIRE BOTTLERS LTD. 
Authorized Bottler of ^ ^ ^ 
TThe Swire Group 
YUEN SHUN CIRCUIT 
SlU LEK YUEN PLEASE ADDRESS 
SHATIN NT. r _ t 、 . ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO 
t HONG KONG ^ ~S 权 7 义 有 限 公 司 G. P. O. BOX 1 少. Z � I—« 1 � /J n U"^  丄、 J HONG KONG 
'X Jr 
I 調 整 儅 格 辟 害 
； 敬啓者： 
由於各項成本不斷上升，致使現有各項産品之價格不得不加以满整• £ £由一九九二年一月十三曰起將價格满整如下： 
PRICE INCREASES 
As a result of recent cost increases, we are reluctantly compelled to revise the wholesale prices of our products as follows， with effect fro^  13th January, 1992. 
Nev Nev 
Vholesale Recommended Dealer's 
Price Reta i1 Price Profit 
per carton per unit per case ^^ ing/ctn. 毎箱新 新建ai 貴�5« 
毎箱 f i装 格 g 庠 品 Bottle Products 批 怒 倍 寒焦僵 毎 箱 车 利 
192ilx24 可 口 可 樂 Coca-Cola $41.40 $2.30 $13.80 
200«lx24 雪 碧 . 芬 達 — 接 汁 . 忌 廉 ， 提 子 ， 頻 果 Sprite,Fanta-Orange/CS/Grape/Apple $41.40 $2.30 $13.80 
175漏13<24 玉 泉 - 湯 力 Schweppes-Tonic Water $41.40 $2.30 $13.80 
207•丨x24 玉 泉 - 措 汁 . 忌 廉 ， 校 打 . 乾 墼 Schweppes-Orange/CS/Soda Vater/Dry Ginger Ale $41.40 $2.30 $13.80 
300.1x24 玉杲—榜汁 .忌廉，麵丨卑 Schweppes-Orange/CS/Gineer Beer $46.80 $2.60 $15,60 
355讓1)(24 可 口 可 樂 ， 雪 碧 . 芬 速 - 措 汁 . 提 子 Coca-Cola. Sprite, Fanta-Orange/Grape $50.40 $2.80 $16.80 
lLitrexl2 可口 可 樂 ， 雪 碧 . 芬 達 - 指 汁 Coca-Co丨a. Sprite. Fanta-Orange $55.80 $6.20 $18.60 
m m ^ m s . PET products 
500•丨x24 可 口 可 樂 . 雪 碧 . 芬 速 - 接 汁 Coca-Cola, Sprite. Fanta-Orange $103.50 $5.40 $26.10 
1.25Lxl2 可口可樂 .雪碧， A & V Root Beer Coca-Cola. Sprite. A&V Root Beer $100.00 $10.20 $22.40 
1.25Lxl2 芬 速 — 措 汁 . 忌 廉 . 提 子 ， 躲 果 Fanta-Orange/CS/Grape/Apple $100.00 $10.20 $22.40 
1.25Lxl2 玉 泉 一 接 汁 . 忌 廉 Schveppes-Orange/Crea^ Soda $100.00 $10.20 $22.40 
2.00Lx6 可 口 可 樂 . 雪 碧 . 芬 達 - 指 汁 Coca-Cola, Sprite. Fanta-Orange $72.00 $14.40 $14.40 
2.00Lx6 玉 杲 一 接 汁 . 忌 廉 Schveppes-Orange/Creaa Soda $72.00 $14.40 $14.40 
雄 装 库 S Can Products 
355«lx24 可 口 可 樂 / 健 抬 可 樂 Coca-Co丨a. Diet Coke $81.00 $4.40 $24.60 
355B1X24 雪 碧 / 键 恰 雪 碧 Sprite, Diet Sprite $81.00 $4.40 $24.60 
355•丨x24 芬 達 - 措 汁 . 忌 廉 . 提 子 . 發 果 Fanta-Orange/CS/Grape/Apple $81.00 $4.40 $24.60 
355B1X24 AS.U Root Beer A&W Root Beer $81.00 $4.40 $24.60 
355B1X24 玉 泉 — 接 汁 . 忌 廉 卑 Schweppes-Orange/Crea. Soda/Ginger Beer $81.00 $4.40 $24.60 
355B1X24 玉 泉 - 西 抽 波 M . 甘 寧 Schveppes-Crapefruit «• Pineapple/Bitter Leaon $81.00 $4.40 $24.60 
355•丨x24 玉 杲 - 抜 打 . 湯 力 . 乾 裏 Schweppes-Soda Vater/Tonic Vater/Dry Ginger Ale $81.00 $4.40 $24.60 
飛驾猫物質飲a Bonaqua Mineral Vater ^ …^^ 
700-1x24 飛雪课物質飲品 Bonaqua Mineral Water $76.00 $4.50 f32.00 
1.25Lxl2 飛 雪 播 物 質 飲 品 Bonaqua Mineral Vater $61.50 $6.20 $12.90 
新 輝 措 汁 ”Sunf i 1 r Orange 200gx24 新輝搭装措汁 Sunfm in Bottle U^ OO J4.50 J23.00 
250gx24 新輝雄裝措汁 S u n n 丨丨 in Can $95.00 $5.00 $25.00 
蹈 来 纸 包 努 库 H i - C Tetra Pak Products ‘ … ^ ^ . 250.1x27 陽光 -担汁 .芒果汁，提子汁，什果汁.M 果 Hi-C-Orange/Mango/Grape，ruit Pun�h/�PP e $5& 60 S2.70 |}4.30 
250^lx27 隔 光 - 挥 樣 茶 . 菊 花 茶 . 树 香 茶 Hi-C-Le^on Tea/Chrysanthemum Tea/Mandarin Tea $58.60 $2.70 jJj.JO 
116：1^27 综 菜 - • 鬆 5 子 M 奶 Hi-C-Malted SBH/Helon SBH/Coconut SBH $58.60 $2.70 $ 4.30 
250B 1x27 隔光M奶 Hi-C-Soya Bean Hi Ik Plain $56.60 »2.60 iU.bO 
375.1x24 陽 光 • " 指 汁 . 挥 塚 茶 . 菊 花 茶 Hi-C-Orange/Le.on Tea/Chrysanthe-u- Tea J^J.BO ^ . 7 0 516.20 
375.1x24 陽 光 - 蜜 瓜 登 奶 ， 揮 子 登 奶 Hi-C-Melon SBM/Coconut SBM $72.60 $3.70 $16.20 






I'^ tLll 二? 二 二 。 : n H : ？:^jlo^ward to a continuins, -utually beneficial business relationship in future. 
Swire Bottlers Ltd. 
pi；, 
, ‘ I 
“ TELEPHONE： 636 7888 TELEX: 85385 FRESH HX FAX: (852) 637 9784 
p 
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i HONG KONG 
S’， 
2 9 一 1 - 1 9 9 2 
2nd Revision 
G. Special Offer 
G.1. Trade Discount 
SBL prepares to offer the following discount on the 
prevailing wholesale price. 
-Basic Discount 
Can ： 18% 
Sunfill : 18% 
Hi-C : 18% 
i - Annual Volume Incentive Scheme 
Average sales reach ISOCTNS/vender ： 5% 
I Average sales reach ISOCTNS/vender : 6% 
j Average sales reach 210CTNS/vender : 7% 
j 
-Promotion Discount 
i Hi-C 250ml i 
We would provide a separate discount 30% for Hi-C 250ml 
on the prevailing wholesale price to support promotions 
should it (the product)be used as a free gift to 
customers upon purchase of gasoline. 
J 
The technicality of the timing, the frequency and 
gasoline purchase value are yet to be finalised. We 
are always prepared to discuss any suggestion that Hits 
to both parties. 
All sales generated from the promotion period and the , 
existing stations stocked products on an opened 一 七 o 一 
all status will be included in the annual sales 
incentive scheme. 
Note 
^ w h o l e s a l e price has been revised with effect on 1st January 1992 
and is attached for your reference. 
• 1 -
：丨 • 
•HrjrcaMjj丄入 yc ‘--‘ 
f 楊 協 成 （ 香 港 ） 有 限 公 司 
% F t J C f YEO HIAP SENG (HONG KONG) LIIVHTED 
Y ^ ^ 8, HO TIN STREET, TUEN MUN, NT., HONG KONG. 
暴 恳 J ^ l ^ ^ TELEPHONE: 462 6633 FAX: 455 8998 
13th January, 1992 
Dear Sirs, 
敬啟者 ’ 
We wish to inform you that effective 15th January, 1 992, the price of YEO'S DRINKS will be 
adjusted as follovs ：-
一九九二年一月十三 B起楊協成飲品售價如下： 
Recommended 
Wholesale Retail Dealer's 
Packing . Price Price Profit . 
Per Case Per Case Per Unit Per Case 
每箱包裝 每箱批發價 每溫/包零售價 貴寶號每箱毛利 
300 ML CAN (24 cans per ctn.) HK$ HK$ Hl^ 
鑑裝300毫升（毎盒24鑑) 
Chrysanthemum Tea 菊花茶 24 85.60 4.40 22.00 
Herb Tea 清涼茶 24 83,60 4.40 22.00 
Sugar Cane Drink 甘蔗水 24 83.60 4.40 22.00 
Natural Barley Drink 菅米水 24 85.60 4-40 22.00 
Soya Bean Drink 豆 奶 24 83.60 4.40 22.00 
Grass Jelly Drink 清涼爽 24 85.60 4.40 22.00 
^ L e m o n Jelly Drink 樓檬爽 24 85.60 4.40 22.00 
Apple Jelly Drink 蘋某爽 24 83.60 4.40 22.00 
Water Chestnut Drink 馬蹄爽 24 85.60 4.40 22.00 
Peach Jelly Drink 蜜祧爽 24 85.60 4-40 22.00 
Mango Jelly Drink 芒菓爽 24 85.60 4-40 22.00 
Lychee Jelly Drink ；^技爽 24 85.60 4.40 22.00 
~T7 
250 ML T/B (25 packs per ctn.) 
纸包250毫升（毎盒25包) ^^ 
Chrysanthemum Tea 菊花茶 25 54-20 2.70 
Herb Tea 清涼茶 25 54.20 2.70 30 
Sugar Cane Drink 甘蔗水 25 54.20 2.70 
Lemon Tea 樓樣茶 25 54.20 2.70 5.30 
Longan Drink 龍眼茶 25 54.20 2.70 50 
Lychee Drink 器技汁 25 54.20 2.70 
Guava Juice Drink 石棺汁飲品 25 54.20 2.70 
Orange Juice Drink 梭汁欧品 25 54.20 2.70 巧 
Grapl Juice Drink 提子汁飲品 25 54.20 2.70 ^.30 
Star Fruit Juice Drink 楊挑汁欧品 25 54.20 2-70 
Mango Juice Drink 芒菓汁软品 2【 54.20 2.70 
NatSral Coconut Water 椰青水 25 54.20 2.70 
Longan Red Date Drink 飽眼红英茶 25 54.20 2.70 
Soursop Juice Drink 红毛棺捜露 25 54.20 2.70 
^ Mater Chestnut Drink 馬蹄水 2【 54.20 2.70 
^ Lemon Barley Drink 掉楳蒼朱水 25 54.20 2.70 U ^ O 
^ Natural Barley Drink 憲米水 25 54.20 2.70 g•益 
Coffee . 咖 - 時 25 61.50 . ••巧 [ ⑵ 
Soya Bean Drink 豆 奶 " 2 5 52.40 2,60 12.60 
YEO'S PUDDING (25 packs per case) ^ ^ ^ 
y 二 ‘ r 糊 70.00 ..50 1V..0 
I ^ S W I ^ I ^ . 〒 ； - 1 0 0 . 0 0 - C O 30.00 
12 oz. Cans 猛 裝 24 81.UU 计.川 
We greatly appreciate your patronage and uish you a prosperous neu year. 
向 蒙 垂 頒 不 勝 銘 成 谨 此 致 r t 並頌 
帀隆 
Yours faithfully, 





V O C YEO HIAP SENG (HONG KONG) LIMITED 
• ^ ^ 8, HO TIN STREET, TUEN MUN. NT.. HONG KONG. 
J L J L A I ^ P TELEPHONE: 462 6633 FAX: 455 8998 
('''••‘ f- .-. f • • -
!*•:..‘>-.--•:’ i • f • " • 
二•’ .、 L\ V 
r • f ZU '' f <It i , 一• >_i 「一’ ‘I. • ' • • V' ‘ V' ••“ 丄 ‘• -.J /. 
卜 下 . 二 ： - , ！ ； 了 卜 t ‘： ，... f ‘  「. 
h ] I >1 � � n >•：)" K :•-�n rr � ； r: 
t-> ； ! u p ^ ’ 
24-28 Queen‘s Road Central 
Hong Kong 
Oear Mr. ^ong 
Further 1:0 our recent ci isoussion r^-garaing cr-e ly of Yeo、： 
Drink products to Shell Hong Kong Li-iiiteel at its per.ro 1 sr.3.tions, 
i^ie would like to oonfirm the trad ing ter:ns 3.3 f ollowing： 
(a ) Ixad ^.qg： UISQQU：!^ 
13% discount off wholesale price on any qaantity of cne 
drink products purchased. However, the invoice co your 
stations will on ly show the discount of 12% and the res r： 
will be deducted by monthly crecit note. 
(：b ) Vnl;me Incent I v^ . 
Adaitional vo Lame rebate bas-d on nh.e anriu;5. ： 
achieved: 
r 1) i% for vo 丄 u ；n e rea c h i n g -i , ij 0 0 �: 3 r t • n s p - a . 
(ii ) 2% for volume： reaching n , CfOu carr ons： p 〔:！. 
(lii) 3% tor volume reaching 6,000 c-rtons p • -
/ iv) 3.5% for volume reaching ?,5UU carbons r.a• 
, V � . . . . 
楊 協 成 （ 香 限 公 司 9。 
YEO HIAP SENG (HONG KONG) LIMITED 
W B H f l ^ ^ 8. HO TIN STREET. TUEN MUN, NT., HONG KONG. 
J ^ J l • TELEPHONE： 462 6633 FAX: 455 8998 
(c .) ProIIIo r. 1 on F unci 
A special rebate of 9% on gross wholesale price will be 
accumulated at Yeo Hiap Seng office for the purchase by 
Shell. For ease of calculation, the fund will be deducted 
by our monthly credit note. 
We thank you for your support in the past and look forward to 
continue business growth in 1992. 
Yours sincerely, 
YEO HIAP SENG (HONG KONG) LIMITED 
K. F. Sin 
Operations Manager - Sales 
RFS/Jl 
紐 ,11 I 盡 APPENDIX 9C 
致 各 零 售 商 ： 
本 髗 所 經 銷 各 牌 子 番 煙 
由 即 日 起 之 批 發 價 及 提 議 _ 售 價 如 下 ： 
牌子 箱酋價 批發價 
毎包（二十支） 毎條(二伯支） 
雲絲頓(軟包 X HK$18.50 HK$167.30 
雲絲嗶（硬龙)—_• — HK$18.50 HK$167.30 
雲絲頓(硬盡十支住)„ „_HK$ 9.50 HK$171.80 
特畏®絲頓 HK$19.00 HK$171.80 
金接霧絲頓^ - HK$19.00. HK$171.80 
中醇雲絲顿—— —_.. „ HK$18.50 HK$167.30 
硬愈酵雲絲嚷 HK$18.50 HK$167.30 
路蛇― HK$20.00 HK$180.80 
路 蛇 濾 祖 HK$20.00 HK$180.80 
硬 盒 膝 蛇 壤 祖 — „ • HK$20.00 HK$180.80 
硬盒蘼路腔——„— — . HK$20.00 HK$180.80 
沙龍 — HK$20.00 HK$180.80 
特畏沙瓶^ HK$20.50 HK$185.30 
酵沙龍 „ - HK$20.00_. HK$180.80 
硬盡酵沙龍 HK$20.00 HK$180.80 
特長醉沙龍 HK$20.50 _ _ 一 HK$185.30 
硬族特長醇沙龍 HK$20.50 HK$1 85.30 
特 威 樂 — . … 一 _ _ _ • . HK$15.00 HK$135.80 
特長特戚樂 —-——HK$15.50 Ht^140.30 
酵特威樂__ — HK$15.00 •_•——HK$1 35.80 
多好(MORE) —— HK$21.00 ———HK$1 89.80 
薄荷多好 ( M O R E )一 ——HK$21.00 HK$189_80 
(濾阻） HK$23.00 - HK$207,80 
(薄荷)— HK$23,00 HK$207.80 
. APPENDIX 9D ‘ Wo! rier-Lambert (Hong Kong) Ltd. lei.: 5b6-6615 
�-. ‘ ''�Pr;\ ：五7 Cable Andiess: WARIVLAM HONGKONG 
�"1:!."-: Sh:if. C P�. ‘ 6/F TPIOX: 7^ 376 IWI.HK HX； 9 2 
88 HM-G Fai Shhhi Cajsev^/av Bnv Fax: 806^ 04 09 ricjng Kcj-^g 
Mr. Leung 
Shell (H.K.) Ltd. 
8/f1., Shell House 
24-28 Queen's Road Central 
Hong Kong 
Dear Mr. Leung, 
We, Warner Lambert (H.K.) Ltd. is the direct subsidiary of Warner 
Lambert Company U.S.A. in Hong Kong, are responsible for handling 
the pharmaceutical, proprietary and confectionery product lines. 
We have the pleasure of introducing the following brand products 
for your reference ：-
Suggested 
Retail Display Net Profit 
Packaging Price/Unit Discount Unit Cost Margin 
t n ^ H K $ 
PHfiRmCEUTICALS 
Antacid & Antiflatulent 
Gelusil Tablets 20's x 1 $19.00 " 4% $14.40 24% 
Gelusil Plus Tablets 20,3x1 $23.00 4% $17.28 25� 
Haemorrhoidal Preparations 
Anusol Ointment 25gin $27.00 4% $19-20 29% 
Anusol Suppository 12's x 1 $27.00 4% $19.20 29. 
PROPRIETARY 
Listerine 
spray Mint 0.25 oz $20.00 4% $15.36 23% 
Lubriderm 
Lotion 4 oz $21.00 4% $15-36 27% 
(to be cont'd) 
APPENDIX 9D 
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Page 2 
Suggested 
Retail Display Net Profit 
Packaging Price/Unit Discount Unit Cost Margin HK$ 
Schick 
Ultra 
Kit 2's X 1 $18.00 4% $13.92 23% 
Refill 5's X 1 $24.00 4% $18.72 22% 
Super II Gold 
Disposable Razor 2's x 1 $ 5.50 4% $ 4.03 27% 
Advantage 
Kit 2's 2's X 1 $20.00 4% $15.36 23% 
Refill 5's 5's X 1 $21.00 4% $16.32 22% 
CONFECTIONERY 
Clorets 
P e l l e t Gum 12's x 1 S 2 20 4% 雲 厂 。 g ： ： 
Mint 9's X 1 $ 3.50 4《 $ 2_69 」Jo 
Chiclets 
Pellet Gum 12's x 1 $ 1.70 4% $ 1-25 26% 
Stick Gum 5's X 20 $ 1.70 4% $ 1.25 26� 
Halls 
V 1 g 3 30 4% $ 2.50 24% 
Mentholyptus 二 1  ^ ^：30 4% $ 2.50 24% Honey Lemon 二 } 罢 $ 2.50 24% 
Blackcurrant 9 s x 1 ^ 
(to be cont'd) 
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Page 3 
W e a r e l o o k i n g f o r w a r d f o r y o u r e n q u i r y and u t m o s t d e l i g h t e d to 
p r o v i d e f u r t h e r i n f o r m a t i o n u p o n r e q u e s t . T h a n k y o u for y o u r 
k i n d c o n s i d e r a t i o n a n d a t t e n t i o n . 
Y o u r s f a i t h f u l l y 
P h i l i V s K 
S a l e s K - ^ n ^ e r 
C o n f e c t i o n e r y P r o d u c t s D i v . 
P S / a c 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































� 廂膚 APPENDIX 9G 
/htill^ • S ^ S f 司 i c ^ w a r d K e l l e r G d 
' ' I f z 36th Floor, Windsor House. Hong Kong 
f 署 1  r击片 ！ 。 P 〇 Box 659. Hong Kong 
•‘ 577 1642 Tel 895 0888 
« (専：73317 E D A K H X 丁㊀丨㊀父 7 3 3 1 7 E D A K H X Fax 577 1642 
電話：895 0888 Effective July 15, 1991 
'.Article! Description‘ ； ^ n T" 
! No.l • . . ； Packing I Wholesale ！Recominended ； 
1 1 ‘ Price 1 selling ； 
！ 丨 ； P e r per per I per per j price ： 
！ ！ — 丨(G二丨outer case 丨 unit outer | per unit l 
11 rSlka Tablets l O O g — ^ ^ ： "； • ‘ ‘‘ 
i I I 雄 • I ‘ 
I 1 ) , • ‘ 
！ J 1 0 1 4 I M i l k 托 牛 扔 ！ i n n I o n ： , , , ！ ； 
I k 1 0 2 4 I H a z e l n u t s i f ； ； J ； ； H 一 I ' l l 二 ‘ 7 . 9 0 1 
i l l 1064 I R a i s i n s N u t s 接子栗仁 ； 巧 “ I'll 二 . 二 ‘ 7 . 9 0 ： 
J 1 0 7 7 ！ Whi t e Crispv »米白牛奶 ：；0 0 ： ；n 一 ： III 135.00 1 7.90 ： 
1 1 0 8 4 ： W h i t e 白 牛 t t P - ： III ； II - i l ^ O O 1 7 . 9 0 ： 
i 1614 I Chocolate Cream 耱心 ；；^ ： “ I ' l l 二•二 ： 7.90 
：；1644 丨 Bit t e r s w e e t 过昧 丨 100 丨 20 - 丨 6.75 1 3 5 . 0 。 丨 
！ ： Mlka Tablets 50g 五 一 克 — ； ： 
？ i i ！ 丨；d 含 ： i = 丨 ； ： ；；：Zul ^ll ： 47 ！ 24 12 1 3.71 89.00 ； 4.50 j 35500 ； White 白 牛 j 50 I 24 12 ；‘ 3.71 89.00 ； 4.50 ； 
I I ； I I I t * • I , 1 I 1 I I . 丨 I I ！ I I 
；：！ 1 Lila Pause 等-等 ： i ： ： 
•.’，-:, I ‘ 
i corn Crisp 腿栗米 ！ 35 I 30 6 I 3.36 100.80 I 4.00 ； I 6006 I Nougat Crisp ••子杏仁 ： 3 5 ！ 30 6 ！ 3.36 100.80 1 4 00 ！ \ ‘ Peanut Crisp 脆花生 ！ 35 1 30 6 1 3.36 100.80 | 4.00 ！ I “138 j Strawberry Crisp 士多if竇11 藝 35 ！ 30 6 I 3.36 100.80 I 4.00 I 
1 Milketten全粒餐子 丨 . . . 
3603 I Milketten •子 | 40 1 40 9 ！ 3.61 144.50 I 4.30 ！ 
All above prices are subject to change without prior notice. 
'ioOS-d'arv of Ec\^a''z Ke e- “3 c � � 二 c 
场 . * » 
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l ^ i U ^ Edward Keller Ltd 
r B E i W ^ ” ， 、 们 吼 36th Floor, Windsor House. Hong Kong 
m 9 m Ma丨丨 GPO Box 659. Hong Kong 
- 零 f ^ ^ 圖文淨眞：577 1642 Tel 895 0888 
I k m S £ 绅：73317 E D A K HX 73317 EDAK HX Fax 577 1642 
電話：895 0888 Effective July 15, 1991 
; ； 
: No•丨 king 1 Wholesale 丨 R e c o m m e n d e d 
: : I Price 1 selling 
: ； ； p e r per 1 per per ！ price 
： — — ； i unit outer ： per unit 
1 I — — 丨 I 
： 1 Lila Stars 终、,星 ‘ ： ‘ 
‘ • ‘ I * 
t I ‘ 
：3751 1 Raisins 提子 丨 丨  � ； , , , ： 
：3752 ！ Peanuts 花生 ； 4 0 ： on o ” + 86.10 1 5.00 
.J 3753 ！ Hazelnuts 糠子 丨；J ； ；' ® ，. 86.10 I 5.00 
_ 3 7 M ； 一 S 杏仁•子 ； ^ ； ；: ？ 二 S ； 二 
丨 ； ； = = r . i ； i ；S ； 1 212.60 ； 15.5� 
； 3 7 6 3 1 Hazelnutq m V ： ： ^^ 4 ！ 13.29 186.00 ： 15.50 
： 3 7 6 4 i I Z l l T I ： 丨 4 丨 159.40 1 15.50 
； J 杏 ； ： 14 4 1 13.29 186.00 1 15.50 
I I * I ] I I f 1 
I ； 1 Nussini ‘ | ： ： 
4 , ‘ \ 
I » I , • 1 ； 1600 ！ Milk 牛仍榛子联化 j 35 • 10 fi ； . .Q rn ： , 
丨 ： i 巧 丨 s r s 一 業 二 丨 3 0 ° ^ ； 冗 ； 二 丨 ： 
‘ "LZ丄• Corn 粟米牛ftK化 ！ 37 ： 10 fi . o -»Q cn . , 
I ： 1700 I Milk T r i o p a c ^ : 料 丨 ; C a 丨 L g S ： ^ 丨 i h g 
{ I 雄 窗 • 
I I I ‘ < I 
1 I I 1 • I i ！ ； Leo m a m , , ‘ 
. 、 . / . - I \ I 
？ ‘ i I |v . 1 I I , , 
； ； ”�Regular 麋 口 ！ 33 丨 36 12 ！ 3.16 113.80 I 3.70 
；乃063 • Leo Duo 餐口颶？?條装 ！ 92.5 I 24 - | 8.46 203.00 } 9.90 
I ！ I t I I 
I . I * 書 
I. I I I I I I ！ I Love Hilka —乙、中情 ； ； ； 
I I . t I } • I I 
； 9 7 9 2 ： I Love Milka 心中情 I 150 | 10 - ； 19.95 199.50 ！ 23.90 
I I I 省 I I 
• 1 會 . 
• ‘ I I I « 
：： ：？linis 达你装 , . , 
.1 I [ j j • 
； 3 5 2 4 5 ！ Mini Corn 迷你腿粟米 1 200 ！ 24 - I 18.88 453.10 1 21.90 
： ； 3 5 2 4 7 ； Mini Nougat 迷 你 • 子 杏 仁 1 200 1 24 - 1 18.88 453.10 ！ 21.90 
35249 ； Mini Nussini 迷 伪 牛 化 I 200 ： 24 - ！ 18.88 453.10 1 21.90 
I , 广 
‘‘ ； I 1 J ； 




Station C-store Proforma Monthly Income Statement 
Turnover 100,000 
Profit Margin 30% 
Gross Revenue 30,000 
Less : 
Salary Cost 15,000 
Utility 1,000 
Stock Loss 
(2% of revenue) 2,000 
Misc5eOaneous Exp. 1,000 
Overhead 3,000 
(Central Coordinator) 
Total Expense 22,000 
Net Income 8,000 
100 APPENDIX 11 
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一 —•• 11^' ^ "" IM 
I'l 丨 I 
— 
‘ - - “ 
\ —? 边’;僅nil \ — 
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^ • • w r f a • APPENDIX 12 
S R H Survey ReseaniiHoogJiongUd An SRG Company • Survey Research Group Fax 852 565-04ib 
Tel. 852 880-3388 
Tlx. 63685 AQBHK 
_ _ _ _ ., ,. - , -. - - - - - 一 -身為 • - • - - — — — — • • * ‘ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ �ax 5371899 
c c \ 7 s i e v c Wong (Shell) / JC/TK (SRH) Fax 5371899 
‘ F r o m Johnny Tsin 
— — - _r _, J r n 飄 - — 麵丄 _ _ _ _ _ 墨 _ . _ _ 墨 _ 一 -I • 後 II - , 
^ Job No. 1567J Ref. No. 
Su^^ec^ 一 jndising Study Total pages 1 
Si.bsequent to our discussion on last Friday's morning, we have checked the ..ntion. nf 
coverage of nu>torisl respondent, in'the quantit.ive stage o f S cap^oneS T d y ‘ 
• 丨 o f "sing from Motoring Index Study, and founc 
丨：丨丨：S?^ 二 二 二 = 二 二 
Je�ephone interviews Hia in nnn 
j C e _ , 丨 一 S S o t ^ . . . . = ： “ 
； & 二 二 h i g h e r than ,he o — 丨 
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.� phase 1 r.-STORE INTRODUCTION LIST 
NO. NAME OF STATION PHASE 1 EXISTING 
.K. . 
'276257 "ARSENAL ST.,,. F/S “ 
? 703034 ELECTRIC RD. F/^ 
221592 MACDONNELL RD. F/^ . 
奶6779 PEAK RD. F/^ 
724096 RACE COURSE ^ " 
174924 POKFULAM RD. F/S 
j;i22420 REPULSE BAY F/S_ 
i4i904690 WATERFRONT RD. F/^ ： 
l>613084 QUARRY BAY F/^ 
i;092335 SHEK 0 F/^ 
11130395 STANLEY S/S_ 
•i>748234 CANAL RD. S/^ 
ij519346 VICTORIA RD. S/S 
I口25618 WONG NEI CHUNG GAP RD. F/S X 
|)540889 WONG CHUK HANG RD. F/S ：_X - : 
|)720980 HENNESSY RD. F/^ 
i)848435 PUI 0 E/^ 
m N - — 
肌37221 ARGYLE ST. F/S 
g^377027 BOUNDARY ST. F/L 
目7589621 KOWLOON BAY S/^ X — 
！3499893 LEI YUE MUN RD. S/^ 
|?7239263 MIDDLE RD. F/^ 
|b952305 KQK CHEUNG ST. F/^ 
|B833160 KAI TAK S/^ 
7779304 TAI HANG TUNG RD. F/^ 
3818703 MONGKOK F/S 
3928729 TAI KQK TSUI S/S_ 
17772286 TAI PO RD. F/S 
17142815 WATERLOO RD. S/^ 
i7124973 MATAUWEI RD. E/S — 
j3931815 TONG MEI RD. S/^ ： ——： 
3635640 TQKWAWAN RD. S/^ X 
7138348 PRINCESS MARGARET RD. F/S — 
•j:7989508 KOWLOON BAY E/^ ！_E 
13816924 TUNG CHOI ST. Z/^ — 
七7410802 TUNG CHAU ^T rc.P.RD.^S/S 
1：3865977 KOWLOON RESERVOIR F/S _——； X — 
•788229 AU TAU S/S — 
^ 7198369 CLEARWATER BAY RD. S/S — 
“504068 CASTLE PEAK E/^ 
f丨6532188 HONG LOK YUEN S/^ X 
“6562300 -TAIPO MARKET S/S 
“4201851 TSUEN WAN (NEW) S/S 
‘4902906 TSUEN WAN (WEST) E/S 
�,4200518 KWAI CHUNG ^ 
“6755374 FANLING S/S 
“6493331 SHATIN CITY ONE E/^ ： 
？ 4881346 SEK KONG S/S_ — 
？ 4742578 HTTNG SHUI KIU E/S 1 
? 4644837 TUEN MUN F/S \ 
；6652182 TAI WO RD. E / ^ — 
L4774991 TONG YAN SAN TSUEN E/S 
4471117 PING SHAN E/^ 
S 4 3 1 0 2 2 3 T5^TNG Y I ^ ‘ 
；M.B. — 二 
I 8130484 TAI TAM _ 
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